ALPHABOT ADDS FUND MANAGER, ALLOCATOR CLIENTS
CHICAGO, JUNE 27, 2018 – AlphaBot – an efficient technology solution to the cumbersome
process of sourcing, analyzing and allocating to alternative investments – today announced that
three new clients have joined the platform.
“We are delighted to welcome Advanced Alpha Advisers, Equity Risk Control Group, and Totem
Asset Group to AlphaBot,” said Dmitri Alexeev, AlphaBot Chief Executive Officer. “In the few
months since launch we are attracting leading fund allocators, managers, advisers, data
providers, and others with our technology that streamlines a previously complex process to
bring investors and managers together on a single platform.”
Totem Asset Group
“Totem Asset Group updates its performance data regularly with AlphaBot to help qualified
investors more easily find, research, and evaluate a possible allocation to our program,” said
Andrew Strasman, Principal, Totem Asset Group. “AlphaBot stands head-and-shoulders above
any other platform we've ever used, and should be a great help for many sophisticated investors
and family offices as they model portfolios and build investment scenarios using the different
programs and benchmarks available.”
Totem Asset Group was formed in 2014 and is registered with the National Futures Association
(NFA) as a Commodity Trading Advisor (CTA) dealing exclusively with Qualified Eligible
Participants. The firm's core systematic offering is a Pure-Trend, Zero-Equity Program
designed to be a cost-effective complement to a classic stock/bond/real estate investment
portfolio.
Equity Risk Control Group
“AlphaBot is a very sophisticated tool for managers looking to deliver enhanced insights to
existing clients, provide powerful informational and analytical tools to prospective clients, and
who want to efficiently examine nuances of their own performance,” said John Koltes, Managing
Member, Equity Risk Control Group LLC, which is focused on equity risk mitigation for
institutional investors and employs a unique downside alpha-generating, rules-based process.
Advanced Alpha Advisers
“AlphaBot is critical for Advanced Alpha Advisers as we research, identify, analyze, document,
and monitor the CTAs, Global Macro and FX managers we invest in for our demanding clients,”
said Dennis Rivera, Advanced Alpha Advisers Managing Member & Founder.
Advanced Alpha Advisers, LLC advises clients on and allocates to managed futures strategies
on behalf of family offices and high net worth clients. The firm is a registered CTA and a
member of the NFA.
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“The user-friendly interface makes AlphaBot a useful tool in constructing customized portfolios
using the analytics to evaluate manager selection based on quantitative and qualitative data and
also for peer-to-peer and benchmark comparisons. I am able to create watch lists of certain
managers and re-balance my portfolios to the satisfaction of the clients and also have the ability
to create customized reports for my clients. The quality support adds to an already efficient
analytical service. I tell all the fund managers I work with to get their data on AlphaBot,” said
Mr. Rivera.
Todays’ news follows AlphaBot’s recent announcement that data from BarclayHedge and
Morningstar are now available on the AlphaBot platform.
About AlphaBot
AlphaBot, part of AlphaTech Investment Solutions, LLC, combines portfolio construction and
execution, professional networking, cloud computing, and data management all in one place.
AlphaBot helps allocators -- including high net worth individuals, family offices and institutions -find and connect with investment platforms, hedge funds, data sources and other providers.
Using AlphaBot, allocators can obtain fund performance and benchmarking data, then model,
build and execute portfolios all from a consistent, user-friendly interface.
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